
Glengarry	Glen	Ross:	Act	2	(Part	2,	to	Roma’s	exit)	

“That	was	a	great	sale.”	
 
After Moss stalks out, Levene continues crowing about his successful sale - Williamson comes in and 
Levene attacks the office manager, telling him he has no balls and belittling him for having never been out 
on a sit. His successful sale seems to have re-invigorated him. 
 
Suddenly, Roma spots Lingk coming into the building and smells trouble; Lingk is there because his wife 
wants him to cancel the sale. He and Levene quickly go into an improvised scene with Levene playing a 
rich investor. Roma stalls Lingk, saying that he has to get Levene to the airport. He promises he will talk to 
Lingk on the following Monday. While Lingk tries to cancel his cheque, Aaranow bursts into the middle of 
this scene complaining about how he was treated by Baylen. Williamson, trying to be helpful, tells Lingk 
that his cheque has already been cashed – meaning Lingk has to get to the Attorney’s office to have the 
deal stopped. He leaves in a rush, and Roma screams at Williamson for ruining his deal. Seething, he goes 
into the office for his interrogation with the detective. 
 

Knowledge	Check	
 

How well do you know this scene? 

1. To which clients did Levene make a sale? 
(a) James Lingk and his wife. 
(b) Bruce and Harriet Nyborg. 
(c) Ravidam Patel and his wife. 
(d) Mitch and Murray. 

2. What refreshment was Levene offered by his 
clients? 
(a) Crumb cake. 
(b) Ice cream. 
(c) Chocolate brownie. 
(d) Iced tea. 

3. How many units of land did Levene 
successfully sell? 
(a) 4. 
(b) 8. 
(c) 12. 
(d) 16. 

4. What new jargon describes the act of selling 
to unsuspecting customers? 
(a) Kicking out. 
(b) Sitting down. 
(c) Cold calling. 
(d) Getting on the board. 

5. What disparaging name does Levene give to 
Williamson’s job? 
(a) Secretary. 
(b) Housemaid. 
(c) Office gopher. 
(d) Whore. 

                                                                             
6. What cue does Roma ask Levene to throw 
him during their performance for Lingk? 
(a) Kenilworth. 
(b) Tuscon. 
(c) Kentucky. 
(d) Aberdeen. 

7. What major company does Levene pretend to 
work for? 
(a) Chrysler. 
(b) General Electric. 
(c) Tesla. 
(d) American Express. 

8. How many days has Lingk been told he has to 
cancel the sale? 
(a) 1. 
(b) 3. 
(c) 7. 
(d) 10. 

9. What ability does Lingk say he does not 
possess?  
(a) Aggression. 
(b) Negotiation 
(c) Compassion. 
(d) Optimism. 

10. What does Williamson order Aaranow to do 
after his interrogation? 
(a) Pack up the desk. 
(b) Go to lunch. 
(c) Call your clients. 
(d) Take a day off.



	

Understanding	and	Interpretation	
 

1. Summarise Levene’s big-sale story: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. How do characters in the office react in different ways to Levene’s story? Can you explain their differing 
reactions?  

 

 

 

 

 

3. Why does James Lingk come to the office? What is significant about the character of Lingk’s wife?  

 

 

 

 

 

4. After Williamson enters, Levene attacks him with renewed confidence. What do you notice about the 
way he attacks Williamson? When Roma attacks Williamson later in the scene, do you notice any 
similarities? 

 

 

 

 

 

5. How does Williamson blow Roma’s sale? 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 



 

Important Theme: Acting and Pretence 
 
Mamet has long been fascinated with language. His father would often stop conversation at the dinner 
table until David or his sister Lyn could find the exact word to express their meaning. Mamet wrote in 
his autobiography (called Writing in Restaurants) that “our schoolyard code of honor recognized 
words as magical and powerful unto themselves." It is the magic of words and language which the 
characters in Glengarry Glen Ross use to achieve their objectives. Joe Mantegna, who has acted in 
several Mamet plays and films and played Roma in the first U.S. production of Glengarry Glen Ross, 
said in an interview: "There is just so much to remember at any one time in Mamet's works . . . Mamet 
knows exactly what he wants... he is very fast, very dynamic." The language has the feeling of 
improvisation with speeches overlapping, people interrupting each other, thoughts unfinished. It 
sounds like ordinary street talk or natural speech, but it has been painstakingly and specifically 
created to have an impact. 

In Glengarry Glen Ross, the characters use the power of language and storytelling to survive in the 
cut-throat real estate business. The characters themselves are actors! This is most obvious during the 
improvised performance with which Roma and Levene attempt to steer Lingk away from cancelling 
his contract, with Levene playing the vice president of American Express who is a major client and 
friend of Roma. Roma gives Levene only a few cues on how to proceed, and Levene ably improvises 
the role. Another obvious instance occurs when Williamson tells Roma that Murray, one of the 
partners in the firm, will take care of re-closing Roma's sales by putting on his own little performance: 
‘he'll be the president, just come in from out of town.’ Playing roles is natural for these characters – 
and they slip easily from role to role to suit their purposes in any given circumstances. 

Activity 
 
How is the theme of acting and pretence developed in the play? Record your observations about the 
way three characters use acting and pretence to get what they want here:  
 

Roma Moss Levene 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

Discussion Point: Unseen Hands 
 

‘My wife said I have to cancel the deal.’ 

The world and events of Glengarry Glen Ross seem to be entirely controlled by unseen hands. Jerry 
Graff, for example, is a figure of some considerable sway in the narrative of the play, but he never 
appears onstage. Lingk’s wife is another character crucial to the events of the plot, although she never 
appears either. I’m sure you can think of other examples of people who are mentioned, but are never 
shown onstage. 

Think of people in the outside world mentioned frequently in the play but not listed among the cast. 
How do these characters compare in terms of power with the ones seen onstage? What relationship do 
these absent characters have to the ones onstage? How do a series of ‘unseen hands’ pull the strings of 
the salesmen’s lives? Discuss your ideas and feed back to the class. 

 

Language Study: Levene’s Story 
 

‘Twenty-two minutes by the kitchen clock. Not a word. Not a motion… I did it, like in the old 
days, Ricky.’ 

 
In Act 2, when Levene recounts the story of his latest successful sale, his enthusiasm and pride are 
unbounded. Gone is the desperate, hounded man of Act 1 – here is the Levene of days gone by. His 
confidence restored, he carefully draws the scene in Harriet Nyborg’s house, gives us enough detail 
without getting tedious, uses fluid phrasing to pull us along, and holds us in suspense. While the 
audience may be aware of the immorality of selling worthless land to gullible (and sometimes 
vulnerable) people, his story pulls us in and we cannot help but admire the salesman’s audacious 
performance. 
 
Activity 
 
Investigate the effectiveness of this vignette as the audience listens, spellbound, to Levene’s story by 
completing this matching activity: 
 
 

Levene’s renewed confidence and 
enthusiasm 

I just let it sit. I nod. I nod again. I grasp his hands. I shake his 
hands… I nod at her like this. 

 
The audience feels suspense 

 
Leads! Leads! Williamson! Send me out! Send me out! 

 
Genuine (?) connection with others 

 
I did it. Like in the old days, Ricky. Like I was taught… like I 
used to do. 

Levene performing for his listeners  
Little shotglasses. A pattern in ‘em. And we toast. 

Nostalgia for the past  
They signed, Ricky. It was great. It was fucking great. 

Fluid and mellifluous phrasing 
 
Memorable details 

 
Twenty-two minutes by the kitchen clock. (Pause) Twenty-two 
minutes by the kitchen clock. Not a word. Not a motion. 

  
It was like they wilted… they both kind of imperceptibly slumped. 



 


